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Surviving Hothouse Earth
Our planet is heating up faster and more dramatically, making
it uninhabitable for animals, plants on land and in the oceans,
and for us humans. To find out what the future might bring,
scientists look at evidence from past hothouse periods in
Earth’s history.
The first episode of the documentary series, Animals and Plants,
accompanies US paleontologists in their search for fossils
from an intense hothouse period 56 million years ago. At that
time, some mammal species became dwarfed due to heat
stress, and the vegetation zones of plants shifted around
1000 kilometres towards the poles. Today, there are already
signs of a similar shift in agricultural regions, with profound
consequences for feeding the world’s population.
In the second episode, Oceans, paleoceanographers discover that 56 million years ago, the tropical oceans reached
temperatures as high as 38 degrees – and almost all life

disappeared from them. The oceans have already absorbed
around 90 percent of the human-induced temperature rise,
and the steady increase in temperature is once again posing
a problem for fish and corals. Rising sea levels are also
increasingly threatening coastal regions and entire nations.
The final episode, Civilisation, examines whether humans can
adapt to life on a hot planet, if we can protect our cities from
rising temperatures and sea levels, whether our agriculture
can cope with the increase in extreme weather events, and
examines the technologies needed to recover climate-
relevant gases from the atmosphere.
Science & Knowledge
3 × 50’
Produced by Bilderfest Factual Entertainment for ZDF
in association with Arte and ZDF Studios

NEW

Science &
Knowledge

Ancient Engineering
4

After the success of the first season, Ancient
Engineering is back with ten new episodes
revealing the secrets of the early engineers
who pioneered the techniques still in use
today in buildings and monuments around the
world.
Each stand-alone episode showcases one
landmark engineering milestone – iconic
achievements such as the building of the
Colosseum, the invention of ships, or the construction of Angkor Wat in the Cambodian
jungle.
Combining reconstruction with CGI and
stunning archive footage, we travel back
in time to reveal the origins of each engineering accomplishment, explore the mysteries
and legends surrounding them, and discover
the ‘brains’ behind their invention.
Finally, we explore modern structures and
engineering technologies inspired by these
historical discoveries.
The modern world. Shaped and inspired by
the work of ancient engineers.
Science & Knowledge
20 × 50’
10 EP (S01) available, 10 EP (S02) new
Produced by Off the Fence for Curiosity Stream
in association with ZDF Studios

NEW SEASON

5

A Day in the Life of Earth
If you assume the Earth takes millions of years to
change, you are in for a surprise. This film presents
the latest scientific research to reveal how much our
planet can change in just one day.
Every minute, new territory is created; every hour,
tonnes of rock arrive from space; before you go to
sleep, a cloud of dust from the Sahara will have fertilised the Amazon. And while all that was happening,
the North Pole moved nearly 150 metres.
Every day, you wake up on a completely different planet.
Science & Knowledge
2 × 50’ or 1 × 90’ UHD
Produced by Screen Glue / Yap Films
with CBC, ZDF Studios, France Télévisions, BBC, The Canadian Film or
Video Production Tax Credit, CMF and the Rogers Documentary Fund

AVA I L A B LE

AI: The Last Invention
Imagine a future in which artificial intelligence makes
us more powerful than ever before.
In this fictional tale, Tom has this power. After losing
his job due to the introduction of AI technology,
Tom is persuaded by AI developer Vida to have a chip
implanted in his brain. Tom soon realises that Vida
is working on a super intelligence that has the potential
to destroy humanity.

6

Mega Building Collection
The history of humankind is also a history of technology, for these inventions and machines
make our world accessible. We overcome obstacles, travel great distances, and procure food,
energy, and all of life’s necessities.
The Mega Building Collection highlights spec
tacular and pioneering engineering milestones,
ranging from the Roman Pont du Gard to the
French TGV high-speed train.
Each episode focuses on a specific technical
achievement. The series explores gigantic dams,
shipping canals, tunnels that burrow for kilometres under mountains and seas, and the Millau
Viaduct – the longest cable-stayed bridge in the
world. Mega Building Collection provides insights
into the construction and operation of these
icons of progress.
Science & Knowledge
5 × 50’
Produced by Pernel Media
in association with RMC Découverte
and ZDF Studios

NEW EPISODE

Based on the latest research, this story features
commentary from the world’s leading AI experts.
Science & Knowledge
2 × 50’ or 1 × 90’
Produced by Gruppe 5 for ZDF and ZDF Studios

NEW

Planet of Volcanoes
We meet the people and wildlife that live alongside
the planet’s volcanoes to reveal how these explosive
geographical formations affect life on Earth. At the
heart of this story is a ground-breaking expedition to
one of the world’s most active volcanoes. Biologist
Jens Kallmeyer wants to find out how extremophiles –
organisms that thrive in extreme environments and
are the toughest life forms on earth – survive next to
a boiling lake of lava in Vanuatu.
Despite their destructive nature, we discover that
volcanoes are actually the life-givers of our planet.
Science & Knowledge
1 × 50’ UHD
Produced by True to Nature
in association with ZDF Studios and Thirteen Productions
for WNET, ZDF and Arte

AVA I L A B LE
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Biographies

War Gamers

8

World War II. The Battle of the Atlantic. Admiral
Karl Dönitz, head of the Nazi’s U-boat fleet,
brings Britain to the brink of starvation by sinking their merchant ships. His U-boats strike
without warning and disappear immediately.
Dönitz’s deadly tactics are mystifying. If
the vital transatlantic shipping route is cut off,
Britain will be forced to surrender, and the
Allies will lose their last foothold in Western
Europe. The Royal Navy must find a way to
defeat Dönitz. They turn to retired war gamer
Gilbert Roberts.
Roberts is set a daunting task – to use war
gaming to decipher Dönitz’s tactics and find a
way to sink the U-boats. To do this, he needs
a team, but the navy can’t spare any men. He is
forced to turn to a group of women from the
Women’s Royal Navy Service (WRNS), popularly
known as the Wrens. With Jean Laidlaw, one
of Britain’s first female chartered accountants,
and a small team of bright young women,
Roberts acts out naval battles and war game
scenarios on a linoleum floor using chalk
and wooden model ships.
By putting themselves into the minds of the
U-boat captains, Laidlaw and the Wrens
decipher Dönitz’s tactics and turn the tables
on the U-boats, developing countertactics
to destroy them. Their work enabled the Allies
to turn the tide of the war, outthink the
U-boats and defeat Nazi Germany.
The Wrens were some of the greatest war
gamers of their generation, but their legacy
has been ignored. Now the story of these
forgotten war gamers can be told.
History & Biographies
6 × 50’
Produced by World Media Rights for Curiosity Stream
in association with ZDF Studios and History

NEW

9

10

11

A Day in ...
A Day in… takes the viewer to three different historical locations to discover the life and surroundings of three fictitious
protagonists based on biographies, historical records, and
other documents.
The viewer slips into the shoes of the main character to experience a day in the life of an ordinary person. The themes of
the series include displacement, migration, the world of work,
justice, social advancement, and much more. A Day in... presents historical comparisons and establishes a connection
with the viewers of today. The series vividly conveys surprising
facts and the latest scientific research using dramatic reconstructions, documentary elements, and elaborate animations.
It reveals differences and astonishing parallels with our
present lives.
The first episode, A Day in New York 1882, takes us on a
journey through time to the bustling city to spend the day

with an aspiring lawyer, Georg Schmidt, one of around
400,000 German immigrants in the city at that time.
A Day in Dresden 1946 takes us back to Germany to the
everyday life of a young war widow, Elli Göbel. In the city of
Dresden, which was devastated by the war, the mother of two
is one of more than 500 ‘rubble women’ who are helping
rebuild the city amidst hope for a better future.
In the final episode, A Day at Münzenberg Castle 1248, we
accompany Eberhard von Münzenberg as he goes about his
day. The ‘castellan’, or governor of the castle, is simultaneously an administrator, tax collector, and chief of the castle
guards. We learn first-hand about the turbulent daily life of
a castle administrator in the Middle Ages.
History & Biographies
3 × 50’ UHD
Produced by Story House Productions
for ZDF, Arte and ZDF Studios

NEW

Ancient Egypt: Chronicles of an Empire
Around 5000 years ago, one of the largest
and most powerful empires in history
emerged on the Nile – Ancient Egypt. This
mysterious era continues to fascinate
us. In eight episodes, this series shows
the unique achievements of the ancient
Egyptians in government, culture, and
society. International scientists and
researchers decode the facets of this
advanced civilisation.
The first territorial state in history was
founded more than 3000 years ago – making it older than any nation in existence
today. Crises keep dividing the region and
causing chaos, and it is these phases that
the people on the Nile fear the most. They
know that only order and stability can lead

to prosperity. Egyptians are given a sense of
identity and unity by their diverse cultures.
Each episode highlights an aspect of this
fascinating culture before the extraordinary final act. We explore the Nile, the gods
and kings, the great metropolises, the
death cult, the pyramids, the women of
ancient Egypt, wars, and finally, the
downfall of the first advanced civilisation.
A team of international experts presents
the events and developments in Egyptian
history. Egyptologists, historians, and
physicians provide insights into society,
clear explanations of the Egyptians’ world
view, how they made perfect mummies
and planned their cities, and detail the latest
findings on pyramid building.

Aerial photographs and documentary
images are complemented by modern
2D graphics, re-enactments, and graphic
novels.
History & Biographies
8 × 50’
Produced by Gruppe 5 Filmproduktion
for ZDF and ZDF Studios

NEW
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Truth and Lies
The history of humankind is also a history of the struggle
between truth and lies. From ancient times to the present,
lies have been used to achieve economic, political and personal goals. This battle is fought with pen, keyboard and
camera, but also with weapons, torture and terror. And it
continues to claim countless victims to this day. For those
who are most skilled at using the latest technology gain the
authority to declare what is true.
The six-part documentary series Truth and Lies reveals from
an international perspective how our understanding of history was shaped by the use of lies. Drawing on a range of topics, it sheds light on the role of the media in the relentless
battle for truth.

In no other context do fact and fiction lie closer together than
in religion. Faith is used to enforce secular interests. In war,
lies are used to justify bloodshed and disguise the motives of
the aggressor. Conspiracy theories are used to corrupt the
enemy and create an evil stereotype. The role of money is significant, as it often decides which truth will prevail.
There will always be influential and powerful people who try to
spread their own truth by any means. However, when the lies
of the powerful are revealed, the resulting scandal can not only
stir up society, but also become the impetus for social change.
History & Biographies
6 × 50’
Produced by Taglicht Media and Rezolution Pictures
in association with zdf.info, TV Ontario, Knowledge and ZDF Studios

NEW

Legendary Heroes
Legendary historical heroes continue to shape our
culture and everyday life but are these fabulous tales
fact or fiction ? We set out to find the answers.
In this three-part documentary series, we search for
the truth behind some of history’s most iconic and
celebrated heroes. In the first episode, we start with
Noah, chosen by God to survive the catastrophic
flood alongside his family and an ark full of animal
couples. The second episode asks if King Arthur
and his Knights of the Round Table really existed. In
the final episode, we explore the Nibelungen saga
and consider whether the medieval epic deals only with
the heroic deeds of Siegfried the Dragon Slayer –
or whether the tale also provides a fresh perspective
on the role of women in the Middle Ages.
History & Biographies
3 × 50’
Produced by NFP for ZDF
in association with Arte
and ZDF Studios

NEW

The History of Trash
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Russia’s Wars
When Russia takes up arms, the world holds its breath.
Over centuries, from mighty tsars to the KGB’s
Vladimir Putin, the battles fought by Russian leaders
have shaped the world’s largest empire.
Peter the Great, founder of the magnificent St Petersburg, used guns and canons to redraw the map of
the continent. The tsars commanded the world’s largest
army until World War I ended the reign of the
Romanovs.
The Soviet Union withstood the merciless Adolf Hitler,
only to inflict cruelty and terror on its own people
and on satellite states. The demise of the Soviet Union
in 1991 incited Putin to wage a camouflaged campaign
for the rebirth of Russian imperialism – by cunning and
by force.
With unseen archive footage, insights from international
experts, and richly animated maps, this series tells
the thrilling story of a nation battling to fulfil its destiny.
History & Biographies
3 × 50’
Scheduled for Spring 2023
Produced by Ecomedia for ZDF Studios
in association with ZDF

IN PRODUCTION

The film searches for traces of waste and sewage
throughout history, from the Stone Age, through
antiquity and the Middle Ages, to the present day.
Since the dawn of humankind, waste has existed.
As soon as humans could stand, they had both
hands free – to make and use tools, but also to
let things ‘fall’ or deliberately throw them away.
Over the centuries, the composition of waste
has changed, sometimes dramatically. With every
human invention, a new type of waste was created. The advent of urban living made waste and
faeces a significant problem. Not only did waste
literally stink to high heaven, it was also rightly
blamed for epidemics in ancient times. Disposal
also became a logistical challenge.
The first enduring waste was pottery, which can
still be found at Monte Testaccio in Rome. The
shards of an estimated 50 million amphorae, the
first mass-produced ‘disposable packaging’ in
history, remain here. These were at least harmless
to the environment, something that can not
be said of modern packaging. Today, the world is
faced with a ‘plastic flood’ that is polluting the
oceans. A look into the past shows that people
may be doomed to create waste, but they have
also repeatedly developed strategies to deal with
the issue.
History & Biographies
1 × 50’
Produced by IFAGE-Filmproduktion for ZDF
in association with ZDF Studios

NEW
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WW II in Color:
Road to Victory
With Nazi Germany claiming victory in Europe and
Japan decimating the American fleet and taking
control of the Pacific, the Axis were seemingly in an
unbeatable position of strength. This ten-part
series tells the story of the Allies’ fight back from the
brink of defeat.
Using footage colourised by experts, the key campaigns on the road to victory are illuminated,
shedding new light on World War II. In the east, the
Red Army fought back and pushed towards Berlin.
The B
 ritish made a great escape from Dunkirk and kept
their campaign alive with the fight to control the
Atlantic. The battle in Northern Africa was won when
the British formed an alliance with America, then
Italy fell, and Paris was liberated. The United States
faced gigantic battles in the islands of the Pacific
Ocean and the Philippine Sea before Japan surrendered, and World War II was won.
History & Biographies
10 × 50’
Produced by World Media Rights
in association with Netflix
and ZDF Studios

Race for the Sky
Flying has always stood for freedom, for the opportunity to glide through the air like a bird. The history
of aviation is a never-ending race to create the best
aeroplane of its time – whether measured by speed,
range, power, loudness, comfort, or simply size. And
it is a competition of individual successes and
records.
From the start, inventors, tinkerers, pilots, designers,
and other skyriders competed to make their make
their dream of flying come true. It is a story about
people who dared to cross borders, risk their
lives, and make the adventure of flying accessible
to everyone.
The breathtaking two-part documentary traces historical developments in the race for supremacy in the
sky and shows the immense challenges facing modern
aviation today.
History & Biographies
2 × 50’
Produced by Spiegel TV
in association with ZDF, Arte
and ZDF Studios

NEW

NEW
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Inside Japan’s War
To Western eyes, the war against Japan began with
the attack on Pearl Harbor. From the Asian perspective, it started ten years earlier when Japan invaded
Manchuria in Northern China.
This series explores the Japanese experience of war.
The first episode tells the story of the early years of
Hirohito’s reign, the economic and political conditions,
and the invasion of Manchuria. Episode two describes
the military’s tightening control over Japanese society, including the disbanding of labour unions, propaganda campaigns, rationing, and air drills – before
the strike on Pearl Harbor.

Beyond the Myth:
The SS Unveiled
The SS was the Nazi state’s instrument of domination
and oppression, responsible for the intelligence
services and the police. The SS committed a horrific
range of atrocities, including the Holocaust, the
persecution of political opponents, and brutal war
crimes. Millions of people were victims of the
Schutzstaffel, and many of the perpetrators were
unrepentant to the end.

In the second half of the series, we discover how the
war affected the Japanese at home – and most devastatingly, the American bombing offensive. Occupied
Japan faced war crime trials, starvation, and destruction, and from this, the Japanese economic miracle
arose.

This six-part documentary provides a comprehensive
overview of the SS, describing how a small group
of thugs rose to become the most feared organ in the
Nazi state. With the help of international experts,
the film examines common myths about the organisation. Interviews with eyewitnesses and unapolo
getic perpetrators take us closer to the psyche of the
SS supporters in an attempt to make the inconceiv
able comprehensible.

History & Biographies

History & Biographies

4 × 50’
Produced by Wildbear Entertainment
in association with ZDF Studios

6 × 50’
Produced by Doclights
for ZDF and ZDF Studios

NEW

NEW

KGB:
The Sword and the Shield

Untouchable:
The Fight for Human Rights

Russia – the largest country on Earth. Misunderstood
by many and feared by even more. For the past
century, Russian history has been intertwined with
the history of its security services, which were
used by the Soviet state to crush dissent. Millions
suffered at the hands of the most extraordinary
and dangerous security network the world has ever
known – mass executions, clandestine wars, coups
d’état, spies who were capable of stealing the atomic
bomb from America, and hacking and poisoning
scandals. While many things have changed in modern
Russia, the security network is arguably as strong
as ever. The reason behind this is the rise of a lowly
lieutenant colonel to President of this vast country,
Vladimir Putin.

‘All human beings are born free and equal in dignity
and rights’, states the UN in its Universal Declaration
of Human Rights. But are they really ? Daily, we see
evidence that somewhere in the world, people’s rights
are being degraded. This documentary shows the
hurdles faced in the struggle for human rights, and the
success stories that give us courage. In 1948, after
the horrors of World War II, the United Nations adopted
the human rights declaration that applied to all citizens of the world. However, the declaration represented
a Western-centric world view and failed to consider
the customs and values of the Islamic world, or the
social norms of Asia. Could this omission be key to
understanding today’s conflicts and crises ? And how
can we do better ?

Directed and produced by four-time Emmy Award
winner, Jamie Doran, this is the true story of the KGB
told by its veterans and victims.

This documentary demonstrates that even 70 years after
the UN declaration, global observance of human rights
is still far from being achieved but it is a goal for which
the worldwide community should continue to strive.

History & Biographies
3 × 50’
Produced by Clover Films
for ZDF and ZDF Studios
in association with Arte

AVA I L A B LE

History & Biographies
1 × 90’
Produced by Spiegel TV
in association with ZDF and CBC

AVA I L A B LE
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History of Weapons

A Bloody Legacy

Since the dawn of human existence, weapons have
been manufactured and used to kill. Weapons are
used in bloody conquests and dreadful crimes. But
weapons are also used by freedom fighters, anti-
terrorist units, and liberators. History of Weapons is
more than a technical investigation. It uncovers
the connection between the development of a new
military device and the aftermath of its usage –
dynamics that have shaped humanity for centuries.

World War I resulted in the death of over 20 million
people worldwide, and many hoped it would be ‘the
war to end all wars’. When the allies drew up the
Treaty of Versailles, their intention was to create a new
international order, and a fairer, better world for all.
It was a plan that was bound to fail. The resolutions
signed in Versailles laid the groundwork for countless
intractable conflicts that continue to fester today and
make peace all but impossible. The documentary
series A Bloody Legacy focuses on the history of two
regions: the violent conflicts in Eastern Europe and
the Middle East.

The ten-part documentary series History of Weapons
features arms that have played leading roles in the
major battles of history. It reveals how weapons development often improved technological advancements,
and investigates humankind’s desperate attempts to
limit the destructive power of the instruments of war.
History & Biographies
10 × 50’
Produced by Story House Productions
for ZDF and ZDF Studios

AVA I L A B LE

This documentary aims to gain an understanding of
the historical context and unlock new insights into
today’s conflicts. We witness the shattering of established orders, and the appearance of a more chaotic
world than ever before.
History & Biographies
2 × 50’
Produced by Casei Media for ZDF and Arte
in association with ZDF Studios

AVA I L A B LE

Wildlife &
Nature

20

21

Africa From Above
Witness Africa‘s wildlife, people, and places
like never before. Taking our cameras to
new heights, we experience the most incredible continent on Earth from a totally fresh
perspective. Each episode takes viewers on a
spectacular aerial adventure across one of
Africa’s most awe-inspiring countries, soaring
high over natural wonders and the unique
vistas that define this continent’s iconic identity.
This series also celebrates the people who
live in these rapidly developing nations and
offers a ‘bird’s eye’ view of the intimate world
of Africa’s wildest species.
Each journey weaves through Africa’s astonishingly diverse habitats, from the breath-
taking rivers, lakes, and jungles to the contrasting coastlines of the oceans, on a quest to
uncover the processes that have helped shape
this vast continent.
Wildlife & Nature
10 × 50’ or 3 × 50’ or 1 × 90’ UHD
Produced by Off the Fence for ZDF Studios
in association with ZDF, Arte, ORF and UKTV

NEW

Bee Wild !

22

The European dark bee was perfectly adapted to
the flora and climatic conditions of central Europe
and for centuries provided us with honey. But
in the 1970s, it disappeared from many countries.
The film takes the viewer on an intriguing journey,
with unprecedented insights into the life of a wild
bee colony. It reveals how the ancestral wild
honey bee once survived in our forests before
early beekeepers began transforming it into the
world’s smallest domesticated animal.
A forest creature, perfectly evolved to function in a
niche within the forest ecosystem, the European
dark bee is mostly dependent on woodpeckers
and their nests. A wide range of other forest
animals benefit from the bee’s presence. They
fight against wasps and predatory butterflies
and pollinate millions of flowers, but the bees fall
victim to a wide range of predators. They have
a key role in the ecology of our forests, and yet
they almost disappeared forever from the forests
of Central Europe.
Bee Wild ! shows how wild honey bees survived in
our forests for millennia without help or inter
ference from beekeepers, and how their lives are
closely connected to birds, bats, insects, trees,
flowering plants, and many other organisms. Awardwinning filmmaker, Jan Haft, introduces us to an
extraordinary animal and shows us how we could
benefit if we once again made more space for
wild honey bees in our forests.
Wildlife & Nature
1 × 50’ UHD
Produced by Nautilusfilm for Doclights
in association with NDR, Arte, Terra Mater
and ZDF Studios

NEW
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The Margay and Me
The ultimate rags-to-riches tale of a margay, one of the least known and rarely
filmed wild cats, and a spectacular coming-of-age story for his companion, a
young man named Falton.
Both are native to the pristine jungle of
Guyana, South America, but both have
been torn from their roots.
The margay was an orphan, snatched from
the wild but later rescued. His saviour
brought him back to the jungle, but the little
cat has no mother, and no one to teach

him survival skills for the wilderness. Who
better to teach him than Falton ?
Falton too was raised in the rainforest and
learned the life of the jungle. Like most
young men in the area, he was lured away
by the promise of wealth. He was
exploited and abused in an illegal gold
mine before escaping amid shattered
dreams. He remains far from his family.
Two lost souls who need to reconnect with
their rainforest home. The path ahead is
dangerous. Alongside the physical challenges of the dense jungle, they face
predators at every turn, from piranhas to
jaguars. And no one, neither the scientists

nor the indigenous people, let alone Falton,
know anything about the secret lives of
the mysterious margay. The two embark
on a journey of discovery high up in the
rainforest canopy, the home of the margay.
The adventure unfolds in a unique firstperson narrative, as Falton takes the
viewers with him on his literal and spiritual
journey.
Wildlife & Nature
2 × 50’ or 1 × 90’ UHD
Scheduled for End of 2023
Produced by Blue Paw Artists
in association with ZDF Studios

IN DEVELOPMENT

Guyana
Guyana is a small, little-known country in South
America. Located on the Atlantic coast, it is
an intriguing combination of the Caribbean and
a former British colony. In this colourful,
tolerant society, six ethnic groups live together
peacefully.

24

The country is also home to jaguars, giant otters,
harpy eagles, and other awe-inspiring wildlife.
The nation is rich in gold and diamonds, the mining
of which is strictly monitored. This three-part
series takes viewers into the unfamiliar, exotic, and
fascinating Republic of Guyana. In each episode,
locals provide insight into various aspects of the
country, explaining the life, culture and mindset
of the people. The country boasts three entirely
different habitats – coastal region, savannah,
and rainforest – each with its own a
 nimal and
plant world.
90 % of Guyana’s inhabitants live along the coast
behind a dyke system called the Seawall, a vital
bulwark against the power of the Atlantic Ocean.
During high tide, bizarre four-eyed fish come
ashore to feed.
Endless, untouched rainforests characterise the
inaccessible hinterland – possibly the largest
contiguous jungle left on Earth. This is the realm
of the jaguar and the harpy eagle.
On the vast plains of the southern savannah graze
the cattle of the vaqueros. During the rainy season, the savannah transforms into fertile wetlands
and huge lakes and is home to the anaconda
and caiman.
Wildlife & Nature
3 × 50’
Produced by Blue Paw Artists for ZDF
in association with Arte and ZDF Studios

NEW
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Coming Home:
Back to the Wild
Europe’s rarest and most reclusive animals had once
all but disappeared from Central Europe, but lynx,
minks, pond turtles, and ground squirrels are being
reintroduced to their old habitats. Once the animals
are released, they are rarely seen again. This film
accompanies them on their journey to see how
they survive in their new home, and discover the challenges they face to reclaim their lost territories.
With specialised camera traps and endless patience,
the filmmakers captured intimate moments in the
lives of these elusive animals. The film shows the success of reintroduction but also that the animals’
survival relies on intact and protected ecosystems.
Wildlife & Nature
1 × 50’ UHD
Produced by Doclights
in association with NDR, Arte,
MDR, SWR and ZDF Studios

NEW
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Pantanal –
Brazil’s Natural Miracle
Pantanal is Portuguese for ‘swamp’, a simple name
for a spectacular region. These are the world’s
greatest wetlands, right in the heart of South America.
This ancient landscape is the size of Great Britain
and is a sanctuary for giant otters, hyacinth macaws,
anteaters, porcupines, armadillos, caimans, and
other exotic animals – many of whom are critically
endangered elsewhere.
So why do they thrive in Pantanal ? For the first time,
this film unravels the mystery. The yearly cycle of
droughts and floods creates a unique mosaic of rivers,
lakes, swamps, gallery forests, and the savannahlike Cerrados. Gradually, the film reveals the various
surprising factors that enable the wild habitat of
Pantanal to flourish – but it also reminds us why this
natural paradise is once more under threat.
Wildlife & Nature
1 × 50’ UHD
Produced by Doclights
in association with NDR, WDR,
ORF and ZDF Studios

NEW

Whales off our Coasts
Whales are intelligent but when they come too close to shore,
it can end in tragedy. When thirty sperm whales were
stranded on the North Sea coast in 2016, photos of the dying
animals shocked scientists, the media, and the general
public around the world.
Other species of whales have also demonstrated unusual
behaviour in recent years. Bottlenose dolphins strayed into
the Baltic Sea and didn’t hesitate to approach humans.
A rare Sowerby’s beaked whale was stranded in the Baltic
and starved to death.

Whales are continually under stress wherever they are – on
the Baltic and North Sea coasts, in the Mediterranean,
the Caribbean, or off the Canaries. Marine biologist and filmmaker Florian Graner desperately wants to find out what
causes whales to become disorientated, and why they are
currently so endangered.
Wildlife & Nature
1 × 50’
Produced by Doclights
in association with NDR,
rbb and ZDF Studios

NEW

Untamed Switzerland
Continuing the popular series Untamed Switzerland,
the second season explores four more Swiss
national parks. In each of the four episodes, viewers
can explore untouched countryside and spectacular
scenery. The series takes us to the wilderness of the
southern Calanca Valley; the Vallée du Joux in the
Jura; the Jungfrau UNESCO World Heritage site, and
the stunning gorges of the Beverin.
Discover the nature parks of Switzerland, the typical
fauna and flora, the lakes and rivers, and their history
and culture. Meet the people who work there to preserve
the unique landscape, while fighting for a sustainable
economy and the survival of long-standing traditions.
Alongside historical and culinary insights, viewers
learn about scientific research projects.
The series provides new insights into Swiss natural
parks with their blooming meadows, hidden
waterfalls, and alpine insects.
Wildlife & Nature
8 × 50’
4 EP (S01) available, 4 EP (S02) new
Produced by doc.station
in association with Arte, ZDF and SRF

Lydia and the Giants –
Into the Wild Pantanal
The Pantanal, the greatest tropical wetland on Earth,
is Lydia Möcklinghoff’s second wild home. The behavioural biologist from Cologne returns here regularly to
study giant anteaters and their natural habitat.
Regular droughts and rainy seasons have left their mark
on this colourful and rich landscape of rivers, lakes,
swamps, riparian forests, and pampas. Far from the
nearest metropolis, local cowboys use traditional and
sustainable methods to raise cattle in this wilderness.
The Fazenda Barranco Alto is Lydia’s base. From here,
she takes us on the adventurous journey that is her
day-to-day work. She travels by horse or canoe and
sets up camera traps to film wildlife in remote areas.
On her way, she meets giant otters, jaguars, pumas,
hyacinth macaws – and anteaters. Some of them are
like old friends she has known for years.
Wildlife & Nature
1 × 50’ UHD
Produced by Doclights
in association with NDR, Arte and rbb
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The Secret Life of Badgers
Our forests are filled with fascinating creatures, some
very familiar to us, others less well-known. There is
one inhabitant everyone thinks they know, but hardly
anyone ever gets to see – the badger. The r eason
is simple. The nocturnal hunter sleeps the day away
underground, only daring to venture into the light
in the summer months, and then so briefly that they
can’t collect enough food. This film follows a female
badger and her two youngsters. The large martens are
late developers and only learn to walk at around
nine weeks old. Unsure and on shaky legs, one of them
dares to leave the sett and immediately puts itself
in great danger.
An entire badger clan lives in the adjacent territory.
Aside from a solitary adult male, most of the other
animals are either females or cubs born over several
years.
Wildlife & Nature
1 × 50’ UHD
Produced by Doclights and Ego Film for NDR
in association with Arte and nordmedia
distributed by ZDF Studios

NEW

Wild Netherlands:
A Country Below Sea Level
Few European countries are as closely linked to the
sea as the Netherlands. With a coastline of 2,000 km,
almost half the country lies below sea level.
Without protection, the Netherlands would be completely flooded by the North Sea. But the Dutch are
in their element when it comes to the sea. Up until a
hundred years ago, they used to pump the water
from the lowlands back to the canals behind the dykes.
Later, they built modern flood barriers and huge
dams and even painstakingly reclaimed large areas
from the relentless sea. They made ‘Niew Land’,
where wild horses fight and foxes build their dens.
The Netherlands is bursting with astounding nature,
from seals and spoonbills, red and fallow deer,
marsh harriers, to beavers and even otters. And all of
this in one of Europe’s most densely populated
countries.
Wildlife & Nature
1 × 50’ UHD
Produced by Denali Film for Doclights
in association with WDR, ORF, NDR
and ZDF Studios

NEW

South Africa
Nowhere on Earth do Africa and Antarctica come
together so impressively as at the Cape of South
Africa. It’s where penguins who prefer cold climates
live alongside ostriches who thrive in the desert.
A place that is home to surfing sea snails and livebearing chameleons. Two mighty ocean currents
collide at the Cape Peninsula – the icy, nutrient-rich
Benguela Current and the warm Agulhas Current
from the tropics. The interaction between these two
defines life on the Cape, above and below the
surface.
Wildlife & Nature
3 × 50’ and 1 × 50’ Making Of
Produced by Doclights
for NDR, BR, RBB, Terra Mater
and National Geographic Wild
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Wild Spain
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Spain is one of the world’s most popular holiday destinations. But sandy beaches and renowned cities
are just one side of Spain. In the country’s north, the
Cantabrian mountain range is home to around
140 brown bears, while in the south, genets hunt for
prey under cover of darkness. The European chameleon shoots out its tongue in a fraction of a second to
catch insects. But it’s underwater that the real abundance of the animal kingdom can be found.
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Wild Spain reveals the wild side of a region many think
they know.
Wildlife & Nature
2 × 50’
Produced by Doclights
in association with NDR, Arte and ORF
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Wild Bavaria
In the foothills of the Alps, discover the yearly rhythm
of wildlife in the Bavarian forest and the scenic lakes
in two thrilling episodes. On land, the lynx and wildcat
prowl while the venomous common adder hunts. In
the air, industrious black storks flap, lazy white-tailed
eagles soar, bats dive for fish like ospreys, and we
observe an aerial battle between two great birds of
prey. In rivers and lakes, otters frolic and we follow
the adventures of a family of kingfishers.
Filmed with innovative technology, the film provides
unique insights into a stunning region.
Wildlife & Nature
2 × 50’
Produced by Blue Paw Artists
in cooperation with ZDF Studios,
BR and Arte

AVA I L A B LE

Lost Kings of Bioko
Off the coast of Central Africa lies an isolated island covered
by primaeval rainforest and surrounded by dark ocean
waters, inhabited by a greater variety of species than nearly
any other place on Earth. This terra incognita is called
Bioko. The ruler of this realm is one of the world’s least
known primate species, the drill.
This film explores the secret lives of these animals, as well as
the nesting grounds of various sea turtles and the rugged
caldera.

We follow Motuku, an alpha male, and his family. The newest
member of the group is little Sipoti. Over the next few years,
he will learn the intricacies of drill society – something
researchers will be learning with him as little is known about
this monkey species. Perhaps he’ll someday become an
alpha male and rule over his own rainforest kingdom on the
island.
Wildlife & Nature
1 × 50’ UHD
Produced by Doclights
in association with NDR, WDR, Arte,
ORF, SVT and Smithsonian Channel
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